Thermador cooktop parts diagram

Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Thermador GPSGLS professional gas cooktop, as
well as links to manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and
repair guides, visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of parts. Unit gpsgds gpsgls gpss
Diagram. Control panel and wiring gpsgds gpsgls gpss Diagram. Unit gpsggs gpsgds gpsgls
Diagram. Follow these step-by-step instructions to fix the surface burner ignition system on
your gas cooktop by replacing the spark igniter switches. There are a couple of ways to find the
part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. Ring Part
Add to cart. Chassis Part Instl-manl Part Tube Part Manufacturer substitution. This part replaces
Substitute parts can look different from the original. Range surface burner tube Part Cooktop
burner supply tube Part Cooktop re-ignition spark module Part Cooktop burner igniter Part
Symptoms common to all cooktops. Choose a symptom to see related cooktop repairs. View all.
Not working at all. Read more. Repair guides for gas cooktops. November 20, How to replace a
spark module on a gas cooktop. No flame on your gas cooktop? Installing a new spark module
could be the fix you need. Repair difficulty. How to replace a spark igniter switch on a gas
cooktop. Articles and videos common to all cooktops. Use the advice and tips in these articles
and videos to get the most out of your cooktop. February 23, Where to find the model number
on a kitchen or laundry appliance. See where you should look when trying to locate the model
tag on a kitchen or laundry appliance. How to clean stainless steel appliances video. Learn how
to keep the stainless-steel appliances in your home clean and shining bright. Cooktop common
questions. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Central Air Conditioner. Kenmore Parts Central air
conditioner. Shop Sears dryer parts. Electric Range. Electric Wall Oven. Ice Cream Maker. Shop
White Mountain F ice cream maker parts. Range Hood. Trash Compactor. Shop Kenmore trash
compactor parts. Upright Vacuum. Shop Kenmore Elite upright vacuum parts. Need help? Close
Start Chat. The occasion was the 50th anniversary of a famous Thermador built-in wall oven, the
WOA. It was top-of-the-line with straight from WWII aircraft â€” notice all the cockpit dials. The
history indicates that Thermador was first to innovate wall ovens separate from rangetops, in
The other half: Separate cooktop and built-in oven. Thermador also seem to have stuck close to
their brushed stainless steel finish. So, if you are looking to go retro, but want stainless steel
rather than white or a color â€” these vintage ovens and rangetops are worth watching for. We
just purchased a home built in in Iowa City, Iowa. It hase the original thermador oven and cook
top. Does anyone know of a place to get parts? Thanks for your help in advance. Where can I
possibly find a replacement??? I live in Portland, Oregon. Would be willing to have one shipped.
Any recommendations are welcomed as I do not wish to change my kitchen area and am
looking for an exact replacement. We have a ish Thermador electric cooktop just like the one
shown at the top of this page small difference in the knob style taking up room in my garage. All
in working condition and cleaned up. Any suggestions? If you email me, I can send you some
pictures of the stove. I was wondering if you could tell me anything about it? Hi, I have an
Identical Cook-top to that in the picture, its never been used, and its still in the box, recently
found it in the attic of a friends mom, not sure about how old it is, or how much its worth, any
information? I have been unsuccessful in finding a comparable price. I do know that they are
collectibles and unique. Do you have any suggestions? Have Thermador appliances. Ken, over
to the forum please! Begin typing your search above and press return to search. Press Esc to
cancel. Skip to content. Categories Appliances, Accessories. Did you get a price on the
cooktop? I look forward to your feedback. Thank you for commenting Pam. Older Comments.
Related Posts R. Read More. After seeing my recent stories on the color avocado used in
kitchens, Stacy emailed with photos of her.. For more information, see my.. Next: The
midcentury flower of choice: red geraniums. Reading: Vintage Thermador built-in ovens and
cooktops. Search for: Search Begin typing your search above and press return to search.
Established in Gas maintop Parts diagram. Manifold assembly sequence Parts diagram. Burner
box assembly Parts diagram. Gas control valve detail Parts diagram. Jet holder assembly detail
Parts diagram. Snorkel assembly Parts diagram. Base assembly Parts diagram. Main oven liner
and module Parts diagram. Storage drawer and base Parts diagram. Main oven door assemby
Parts diagram. Are you encountering a similar problem as them? One burner stopped a month
ago no gas flow , I replaced the solenoid, still no flow. Now another burner has stopped no gas
flow , and the oven bake element bottom one no longer heats yes, I tried a new one - still no
heat. I assume it's all related to some internal, electronic part. Any ideas, or troubleshooting
hints? Vent system in the down position. Question: how do I replace the switch? I found the
switch on line Thanks, Rich I have a dual fuel Thermador range. I have two questions: 1-On the
front right burner, the igniter is loose, not enough gap to light the burner. You can hold the
igniter such that there is a gap and the burner will light. I need to remove the glass and clean
the inside of the two pieces of glass. I think the basic need is how to remove the oven door and
then the door can be taken apart Follow up question for this Thermador oven. My parts store

cant find the control module for the burner solinoid. Can you give me a part number or name of
the part. They say it doesnt have one. The oven wont switch "On". When you push the On
button s the control panel flashes "Off" signal. How to remedy this, please? There is no gas
coming out. Thought it had a bad in line electric solinoid but its good. The solinoid is not
getting power. Wondering if it could be the micro switch at the burner knob or at the control
module. I know there is a spark module and another module that im not familiar with. Any
guesses? I am trying to remove to repair the Oven clock Controller from the front of the range.
Must I remove the top of the range to complete the task or can I slightly force up the range top
to remove the Controller? My 8 yr old oven has numerous sudden problems. Only 2 burners
work and the others spark continuously when one is on. My friend looked at it and said the gas
isn't flowing to the left side. The oven looks like it's working, but doesn't heat up and the
exhaust fan raises, but won't run. Can all these problems be caused by one part? I had the ERC
replaced 3 years ago and it's worked fine since. If I do need to replace, any suggestions? Any
help is appreciated!!!!! The display on our oven is very dim, the only part of the display that
shows anything is the clock, the oven still seems to work, but some of the numbers on the
keypad do not function. I was going to order the control kit, which includes the display head,
main power relay, and the harness keypad. If I change all that, the problem should be fixed? TIA
I have 2 codes that have come up on my oven panel. E6 and F2. Can you please tell what is
wrong with my double ovens? How can I get access to it? Repairing, reconditioning and
rebuilding appliance timers and stove clocks since Experts in relay boards, washer timers,
dryer timers, timer repair, range timers, dishwasher panels and ERCs. Check out our great
prices for range timersâ€¦ Timer Repair Service:. In-Stock Reconditioned Timers: Subject to
availablilty. Some exceptions apply. Learn how our pricing differs from other firms. Was
roasting peppers on Broil. Codes started flashing but I don't remember what they were. The
door locked and the fan turned on inside. I pushed the cancel button and was able to get my
peppers out and then closed the door back it relocked, the display went blank but the fan kept
going. I tried turning breaker off and on to no avail. I would like to purchase a new ECR board.
Express - Next Day delivery request. I will send in old board for rebate after receipt and
installation of new board. I am needing to purchase part number Thermador oven control that I
spoke to Howard about. The baking element will not turn on. I can hear the relay sound like it is
kicking in , but the voltage is not present and the element does not work up. I am not sure if it is
the timer itself, or maybe the relay Broil Element Relay not closing intermittently F-1 and F-3
intermittently Oven run-away tempatures intermittently. Part number was supplied from email
with your company. Please advise if it does not match appliance. The clock functions but is dim,
but the oven temps everything in red cannot be read without lights off and hands cupped
around display. There are two problems. The major one is that the bottom oven heating element
will not heat. When I hit bake, it will not heat to above degrees. We checked the heating element
and it is OK. The second problem is that the temperature portion of the display is very dim and
hard to read. Bake element replaced last year. On preheat, broil element will turn on and heat,
but bake element wont. Called service and was told timer unit was broken and no longer made.
Bake element will not heat up. Swithed ba wire to br and the broil would not heat up indicating it
is the relay. The red bake temperature display is too dim to read. Not other issues. I would like a
replacement card and will return the core. Timer is completely out. Does not show any sign of
service. Has been evaluated by an appliance technician who gave us this part number to
request. My only problem is very dim readout on the orange temperature reading. The green
clock displays fine and the entire unit is fully operational. How do you recommend i proceed? I
really can't live without the oven for a week while i take out the existing part and wait for
shipping, repair, return shipping etc. Two service technicians from different companies told us
our main control board on our range was broke. It has to be replaced and they could not replace
it "Thermador doesn't make those anymore" soooo "Buy a new range! What a racket. The
bottom element of the oven stopped working. Oven would not heat above some degrees. Sent
part to Core Centric for repair. Returned timer to Core Centric, they say unit is now unrepairable
and failure was caused by improper installation. When selecting any option such as bake or
broil the erc responds with off in the display. This leads me to believe the off button is stuck.
The bake control on the ERC has failed--it no longer tells the oven to heat up. I verified this by
switching the bake and broil leads on the board. The actual bake heat element is fine. The ERC
part number is also listed as This is a duel fuel range. The oven stopped working with no failure
code. There appears to be a "burn mark" on the bottom right hand corner of the display. Send it
back and the repair is at no cost except for postage. Thank you Harold for all your help!! You
made our day!! Oven would work properly but then suddenly heat out of control with broiler
element on high. Replaced both elements bake and broil, broil element had low resistance from
element to jacket , now only broil element comes on. Howard, this is Andy Clark whom you

spoke to yesterday on the phone a couple of times. Oven just stopped working, so per your
instructions I'm sending the part in to you for repair. No heat from bake element. Measured v on
one leg and Ov on other leg. At other time measured v on one leg and Ov on other. Oven not
properly heating. The bake and broiler elements are not damaged. Also, the LED display for heat
is very dim. Stove top works fine. Oven temperature display is very faint. Oven and broiler
perform correctly. It's just very difficult to see any of the numbers displayed on the screen. If it
cannot be repaired, would like to purchase a repaired part if available, otherwise, we would like
to purchase a new replacement part. An electrician came and said there is nothing to do but buy
a new range, because the control board has been discontinued. Can you help? Initially, long
preheat time. Then the control would not accept any button selections. Every button pressed
would receive just OFF in the display. Oven Temperature readout is too dim to read - - except in
a darkened room. If refurbishing is the only alternative, I'll go for that - probably. Lower oven
element not heating, despite brand new element and voltage tested - with oven on - only 50 VAC
feeding the lower element. Went dead in self cleaning mode. You can hear the oven cycle to
bake and then quickly turn off. I would like a new board and then to return mine to receive the
core charge back. The "bake" setting does not work. Element shows 22 ohms, one wire shows v
to ground the other shows 0v to ground. I removed the wire from the timer board "BA" and
turned the bake control on - checked voltage at terminal "BA" 0 volts to ground. Oven
Temperature Display is too dim to read unless room lights are out. I understand you can replace
the display. Lower bake element does not warm at all Thermador technician diagnosed faulty
control unit technician did not offer to order new or reconditioned unit. The timer periodically
just shuts down the oven. Sometimes it takes a few minutes to reboot itself, then it might just
click off again. Then it might be symptom free for hours. Periodically, it will be flashing when
you come into the kitchen in the morning. In addition, we can barely see the temperature
degrees because the red led has faded so badly. Also, the sparkers will all of a sudden start
sparking on the gas burners. Just totally messed up I think. Oven not heating up to higher
temperatures. When set to reads right away and then clicks on a regular basis. Red lights on
panel that show temperature are dim and hard to read. F1 code a couple of weeks ago. Reset by
cutting power. No problem for another week then F1 again. Reset, worked for a couple of days.
Finally F1 and not able to reset. First time oven had preheated to as set and been operating for
about 25 min. Next time had set to preheat to Last time used successfully at Last F1 at Broiler
seems to come on and not go off before F1 alarm. Bake element won't heat up. Bought new
element but it won't heat up either. Repair man said it is the brain. The oven temperature display
is very dim. Do you replace the original capacitors with higher temperature rated ones? Hole in
circuit board Please contact wife Irene with shipping rates at primary phone number Thanks Matt. When operating the oven and the oven is warm. The timer sometimes shuts off the oven.
The whole timer clock and display will go blank as if it lost power. Most of the time, it just
flashes off and then the display comes back on and you can turn the oven on again. Sometimes
the whole timer and display remains blank for several minutes until it cools down some and
then it will reset and work again. It always works when the oven is cold. Because the timer is
installed right above the oven door, the timer will warm up some as the oven gets hot. Tech
trouble shoot the oven and this is the probem I was checking to see if you had this board
available reconditioned, customer wanted it as soon as possible, the bake element burnt out
and now the bake element will not turn off thanks. Oven will only heat marginally when using
the Bake function. I will send my core if you have a reconditioned one in stock. If timer cannot
be repaired, keep as core to purchased refurbished unit. Symptoms-See photo, Bake temp
numbers faint, especially top half, and in direct sunlight. Lower bake oven element does not
heat up when bake or convection mode is requested. Element seems to be OK about 22 ohms.
Broiler and all other functions are normal. Bake element will not come on. Broil element comes
on when selecting bake option. Original place of purchase diagnosed problem to be in the
controller. VFD faded beyond legibility. This original timer was pulled from service in and boxed
since for later repair - no other issues were noted at that time. Clock will not keep time after
setting numerous times. Display is dim 3. Bake temp is very difficult to set. Temp display jumps
around while setting temp. Often the control
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will not allow certain temps. Unit often resets when burner sparks, don't know if new timer unit
will solve this problem. Oven is failing to reach temperature. Replaced bottom element, top
element functions fine, did not resolve the problem. Problem is intermittent. Broiler element will
come on without request and temperature setting for oven is not accurate. My bottom heating

element is not heating up. I have replaced the element and the issues still remains. I think the
issue is in the control panel. Can someone please call me if you think that this is not the issue?
My cell is Oven element will not heat, have checked continuity of the element, it is OK. Broiler
element works fine. So I assume the main oven element relay has failed. Also, can no longer
read the oven temp digital readout, too faint. Oven would turn on, appear to heat and then shut
off as if the oven had been unplugged. After a period, the power would return with the clock
blinking - as if the oven had been unplugged.

